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Keeping the fellowship vibrant in 2018
Best wishes for a happy new
year. Unfortunately, last
year saw many catastrophes
wreaking havoc and bringing
great suffering across the
world, including the serial
hurricanes and fires in Texas,
Florida, Puerto Rico, the Virgin
Islands and California. I am
proud to say our fellows and
our foundation quickly reached
out to the damaged areas to
offer assistance. You can learn
more about the foundation’s
efforts inside this edition of
The Crier. As you consider
worthy causes for donations,
please remember the ISOB
Foundation.

and Jackie
McEwan
have
planned an
exciting
slate of
speakers,
including
the
Judy Barrasso
director of the
Middle East
Bureau United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees
and a former Lord Chief
Justice of England and Wales.
We also have fantastic dinners
and parties planned, activities
and tours, as well as an after
trip to St. Andrews, Scotland.

The society also has been
busy. We elected 34 new
fellows at our board meeting
in New Orleans in October.
Many of the newly nominated
fellows will be joining us in
London for induction and their
first annual meeting. We are
ecstatic at the vast interest
shown in attending the London
meeting. Our room block at the
Dorchester Hotel is full! Ken

Reviewing the London list
of new inductees reminded
me of the critical roles our
national membership chair,
Peter Brodhead, and the state
membership chairs play in
maintaining our organization.
The annual infusion of new
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N e ws

members provides a lifeline to
the society, replenishing and
reinvigorating the membership
year after year. Identifying
qualified candidates who meet
our standards is no easy task.
Much time and effort goes into
the process. Many thanks are
owed to Peter and the state
chairs for their efforts.

To ensure that the society’s
lifeline remains flowing, I
encourage every fellow to take
the time, as others did for you,
to identify qualified candidates
and submit those nominations
to your state chair. In doing
so, I urge you to especially be
on the lookout for outstanding
younger and diverse candidates
who would be welcome in our
ranks.
In closing, I wish all of our
fellows and their families
a happy 2018. See you in
London.

o f n ot e

Congratulations to Nancy
Fineman for being appointed by California Gov. Jerry
Brown to a judgeship in the
San Mateo County Superior Court. She has been
a partner at Cotchett Pitre
and McCarthy LLP since
1996, and was an associate from 1989 to 1996.
She served as a research
attorney at the San Mateo
County Superior Court from
1992 to 1993 and was an
associate at Sedgwick,
Detert, Moran and Arnold
from 1986 to 1989. Fineman earned a Juris Doctor
degree from the University
of California, Berkeley
School of Law and a Bachelor of Arts degree from

the University of California,
Berkeley.

The New Orleans Chapter
of the Federal Bar Association presented Judy
Barrasso with the John
R. “Jack” Martzell Professionalism Award at the
annual luncheon on Aug.
17, 2017. Each year the
John R. “Jack” Professionalism Award is given to an
attorney who exemplifies
outstanding professionalism in the practice of law.
Barrasso is a founding
member of Barrasso Usdin
Kupperman Freeman &
Sarver. Her practice focuses on commercial litigation.
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Amazing events, speakers on tap for London
12:30-1:30pm Dorchester “Back of
the House” tour
1-5:30pm Runnymede & Windsor
Castle
1pm, 1:30pm, 3:15pm Afternoon
tea at The Dorchester
1:30-5pm London highlight tour
1:30-5pm West End walking tour
1:45-4:30pm Shopping shuttle
Free evening

Our annual meeting in London,
April 15-19, is filled with stellar
speakers and excellent events.
Pre-registration is required for
most events. Below is a sampling
of the schedule. A full list of
meetings, events and speakers
will be provided on site.

Saturday, April 14

(early arrivals)
9am-2pm Program registration
1:30-4:30pm
London panoramic tour

Sunday, April 15

9am-2pm Program registration
9am, 10am, 11am, 1:30pm
Welcome to London orientation walk
10am-12pm Executive committe mtg
1:30-4:30pm London panoramic tour
12:30-3pm Board of Governors and Past
Presidents meeting
5-7pm New ISOB inductee group photo
& induction ceremony
7-10pm Welcome to London dinner and
reception

Wednesday, April 18

1:30-4:30pm City of London tour
1pm, 1:30pm, 3:15pm Afternoon tea at
The Dorchester
1:30-4:30pm South Bank walking tour
1:45-4:30pm Kensington Palace and
Diana dress exhibition
1:45-4:30pm Shopping shuttle
6:30-10pm Reception and dinner

Tuesday, April 17

7-8am Foundation breakfast meeting
8:30-9:15am Shawn Domgal-Goldman,
research space scientist, “Are We Alone?”
Monday, April 16
9:15-10:15am Igor Judge, baron judge
8:30-9:15am Zoe Trodd, director of the PC: former lord Chief Justice of England
Rights Lab, University of Nottingham
and Wales and treasurer of the Middle
Beacon of Excellence, “The Freedom
Temple, “Legal London and its historical
Blueprint: How We End Contemporary
relationship to the foundations of the
Slavery”
United States”
9:15-10:15am Albie Sachs, activist and
10:30-11:30am Amin Awid, director
former judge on the Constitutional Court of the bureau for the Middle East
of South Africa, “From Lawbreakers
and North Africa at the Office of the
to Lawmakers, My Engagements with
United Nations High Commissioner for
Nelson Mandela and Oliver Tambo”
Refugees; regional refugee coordinator
10:30-11:30am Bill Browder,
for the Syria and Iraq situations, “Syrian
founder and CEO of Hermitage Capital
Refugee Crisis”
Management, “Red Notice”
		
Optional Tours and Activities
Optional Tours and Activities
12:15-4:30pm Middle Temple tour and
12-4pm Cooking class at The Dorchester lunch

ISOB welcomes 34 new nominations
Welcome to our newest members,
nominated at our New Orleans
meeting: Beattie Ashmore, South
Carolina; Robert Boatman, Arizona;
Mark Burden, Illinois; David Burtker,
llinois; Barbara “BK” Christopher,
Missouri; Shauna Johnson Clark,
Texas; Blake David, Louisiana;
David Dearing, Alabama; Nicholas
DiCello, Ohio; Fiona Donnelly, Ireland
(academic); Philippa Ellis, Georgia;
Todd Falzone, Florida; Amy Forbis,
Washington; Andrew Fraser, New
Jersey; Elizabeth Germani, Maine;
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Jeffrey Goodis, Florida; Stephen
Grebing, California; Matthew Guy,
Louisiana; Stephen Huber, Louisiana;
Clark Hudson, California; Randal
LeNeave, Minnesota; Carlos Mahoney,
North Carolina; Ricardo MartinezCid, Florida; Shawn McGarry, Utah;
Robert Napleton, Illinois; Mel Orchard,
Wyoming; Curry Pajcic, Florida; Dawn
Parsons, Montana; Edward Ruffo,
New York; Tim Semelroth, Iowa;
Karen Terry, Florida; Deborah Tropp,
California; Ketia Wick, Washington; and
Todd Zimmerman, North Dakota

7-8am State Chair meeting
8:30-9:15am Sally Smith, Q.C.,
advocate and biographer “Sir
Edward Marshall Hall KC; Extraordinary
Advocate, Extraordinary Life”
9:15-10:15am Ian Binnie, CC Q.C.,
former justice of the Supreme Court
of Canada, “Fire and Fury in the
Courtroom”
10:30-11:30 ISOB business meeting

Optional Tours and Activities
1pm, 1:30pm, 3:15pm Afternoon tea at
The Dorchester
1:30-4:30pm Churchill War Rooms &
Churchill Museum
1:30-5:30pm Victoria and Albert
Museum & Tate Britain Gallery
1:45-5pm Legal walking tour
1:45-5:15pm Foodie walking tour of
Belgravia
1:45-4:30pm Shopping shuttle
6:30-10:30pm Farewell reception,
dinner and dancing

Thursday, April 19

Departure day
Scotland post-trip begins

Congratulations

Our congratulations to Academic
Fellow Anthony Bocchino,
Professor of Law Emeritus at
Temple University’s Beasley
School of Law who along with
Emeritus colleague David
Sonnenshein has published “The
Modern Deposition,” Amazon,
2017. Recognizing that increase
in dispositive motions has
changed the role of a deposition,
this new guide to deposition
offers new and important ways
to conceive of and conduct
depositions. Look for an
upcoming ISOB Journal edition
which will include an excerpt from
the book.

ISOB Foundation news

Foundation
Executive
Committee
President

Joseph S. Daly
Nebraska

Vice President
Rebecca S. Thiem
North Dakota

Secretary/Treasurer
David S. Maring
North Dakota

Board of Governors

Fellow Hank
Feuerzeig,
right, presents
a $10,000
donation
to Richard
Austin,
executive
director of
LSVI.

Steve Bruckner
Nebraska

Robert Frazer Clark
Georgia

James K. Dorsett III
North Carolina

Robert M. Dowd

The International
Society of Barristers
Foundation recently
donated $10,000 to
Legal Services of the
Virgin Islands (LSVI),
following hurricanes
Irma and Maria, which
decimated the area in
September.

Maria Tankenson
Hodge.

“They were in
desperate need of
funds to carry out the
legal services for those
who need to appear
in court,” Feurezeig
said. The foundation
had reached out to
Feuerzeig to find an
appropriate way to
help those affected by
the hurricanes.

Henry “Hank”
Feuerzeig, of Duddley,
Topper and Feuerzeig
LLP on St. Thomas is
a fellow along with
Virgin Island attorneys Richard Austin,
executive director
Treston Moore and

California

of LSVI, thanked the
foundation for its
generous donation.

“These funds are very
much needed during
this very tenuous
economic environment
in the territory,” he
said. These grant funds
will be used to provide
legal services and
advocacy to disaster
survivors and other
vulnerable residents of
the territory.”
Source: The Virgin Islands
Daily News

James J. Ormiston
Texas

Lance Sears
Colorado

William R. Sieben
Minnesota

William B. Smith
California

Timothy S. Trecek
Wisconsin

Staff
executive secretary
Donald H. Beskind
North Carolina

Share submissions for quarterly journal

In the first issue of The Crier,
we asked for your submissions.
We are delighted that you
responded.
Tony Bocchino, Emeritus
Professor of Law at Temple and
an Academic Fellow, submitted
a chapter from his new book,
The Modern Deposition (with
David Sonenshein). That piece
was in the last Quarterly.

Charlie Hvass sent us a piece
that we are pleased to share
with you in this issue of The
Crier.

baseball to legal ethics. Works
that have been previously
published are fine if the
copyright holder consents and
the publication was not such
If you have authored something that our members would have
you think would be suitable
already seen the work.
for our Quarterly or for The
Crier, please submit it for
Send your submissions to Don
consideration. Past publications Beskind at beskind@law.duke.
have included fellows’ prose
edu
and poetry on topics from
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Goodbye to all that

Thoughts on turning 67, knowing when to quit
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The time comes when we should hang it up. Some of us
recognize it and go gracefully. Some don’t.
I tried two cases with 80-year-old attorneys. In the first,
we were local counsel in an employment case between
our client, an officer of a student-testing company, and
her boss. The issue was whether she quit or was fired. The
answer made an $800,000 difference in her retirement account. Insisting on trying the case for our side was the old
attorney with the reputation that had the case, who would
not let go. His junior partner could not get it away from
him, and the client was afraid to insist. The case hinged
almost entirely on reconstructing a series of events memorialized in emails.
In the opening statement, the first thing our octogenarian told the jury was he didn’t “understand emails.” Guess
how that turned out.
The second was a defense case against an old Southern gentleman in eastern Tennessee. His client injured a
finger in a fast food restaurant, and he was convinced our
target defendant would be hit big in his last, great, hurrah. It did not dawn on him that parking his cream-yellow
Mercedes in the middle of the jury parking lot might seem
a bit ostentatious. His Foghorn Leghorn pronouncements
concerning the value of jury service (ever since I stood on
mah daddy’s shoulders looking through the court-house
window … ) resulted in eye-rolling from the jurors under
50. But the capper came when he challenged us as the defendant to step up and take responsibility for the injury to
his client, forgetting we had to bring a summary judgment
motion to force him to accept the very same admission of
liability he was now asking for. You know the rest.
The time comes when we should hang it up. Some of us
recognize it and go gracefully. Some don’t.
There will be a trigger. Something will happen that tells
us the time has come, and the time is now. It could be a big
event, or the culmination of many.
It may be health. Heart attacks will do that to you. My
best man retired from a medical career because he knew
that after a quadruple-bypass at 49, he should pay attention to his health, not his business. He worked a few more
years, but he had the money to leave, and the sense to
realize the clock was ticking. Another friend quit the TSA
when his feet and his mind rebelled. He couldn’t stand the
job, or on it.
It may be the organization for which we work. My wife’s
hospital started taking away support for the medical staff.
First it was the secretarial help. Type your own notes, and
forget the dictation system we provided. Then the billing
help went bye-bye, and medical professionals became
billing clerks. Before long, what had been a job helping
kids became a job where the kids were secondary. Another
friend’s wife was confronted with a school classroom in
which the hazard to a teacher’s health was less important
than being politically correct when it came to students
who believed that assaulting the teacher was a right, not a
privilege.
It may be the old conundrum of age versus technology.
We finally hit the point where we no longer want to keep
up with the changes, the e-filing, and new rules. I saw an
ad in the Texas bar magazine in which a lawyer was selling
a West Texas practice because he had encountered one

change too many — the ad reciting a long list that started
with the abandonment of the typewriter up through the
newest thing in electronic filing. He had had enough. We
can share his frustration.
It may be money. You have enough. Making more has
lost the
magic it once
held.
It may be
the day you
are sitting
in traffic,
trying to get
to one more
meeting, and
you wonder
how many
more miles,
commutes,
and flights
you can
endure. And
you decide
the answer is
zero.
It may be
the jerks. You
finally get to
the point that
it isn’t worth
dealing with
them anymore. One
jerk can undo
the good feelings imparted by many good folks.
It may be your spouse, who asks you why you haven’t
hung it up. (Listen to them, they know.)
I had a good example from my dad, who had seen too
many lawyers retire badly, or not at all. He watched them
die from heart attacks, lose their minds to one large or
many small strokes, or slowly become a shadow of themselves. Starting at age 60, he went to his newly purchased
Florida retirement home for a month. At 61, two months.
In his last year, he was gone for 6 months, returning only
to try the last few cases and settle the rest. We juniors took
care of the day-to-day work while he was gone, along with
a great secretary, and FedEx packages back and forth to
Florida. At the end of the summer, he walked out the door.
Done. Even with his example, I still have had to figure it out
for myself. I had extended my interest in law by “switching
sides” later in life. Some lawyers become judges, some become mediators. I took the slightly different route of going
from a plaintiff’s practice to a defense practice. It was a
learning experience, and it forced me to begin thinking
about cases from a different point of view. For a time, it
renewed my interest in practicing law.
But I was working full time as I approached age 65,
and it became obvious to me that even with the change of
sides, the motivation was flagging, the jerks were multiplying, and the old gray mare wasn’t what he used to be.

Using Dad’s example, I started a transition that has taken about 18 months, by cutting back on new cases, living in
and upgrading a retirement home in Texas, and commuting
by email. The internet has made working away from the
office that much easier.
Preparing for a big case in federal court about a year
into the process convinced me that I was on the right track.
Could I try the case? Certainly. Was it going to be tough?
Certainly. How did I feel when it settled? Relief, I felt relief.
Medically, the five-year lead-up to retirement had been
a series of surgeries to deal with failing joints. Bilateral
golfer’s-elbow surgeries. (An interesting ailment since I
was playing
less than ever.)
A half-knee
replacement.
Shoulder
surgery for arthritis. I knew
that I would be
better off making my health
a bigger part
of the day, not
just the quick
trip to the
gym between
the end of the
work day and
the time to join
the commuters. The A1C
was creeping
up, and I needed to stop it.
So now I
knew the time.
What was
next?
In order
to prepare,
I read a lot
about retirement. The point of the reading was to learn. To
learn what the issues were, to learn what others found the
answers to be. To gain second-hand experience as a guide
to my own first-hand
experience. So I read, a
What happens to me, my lot, and the best of the
bunch are “How to Retire
work, my status? What Happy, Wild and Free,”
“Better Next Year.”
did I want to do with and
Buy the books, not the
the rest of my life? What e-copies. You will re-read
them several times.
would I do with the time? I read several books
on the finances of retirement, how Social Security and Medicare worked, and how to plan.
The reading helped. Questions were posed, and I had a
glimpse of the future. It wasn’t all positive, but the fact that
life would change was brought into a less-fuzzy focus.
As the cases dwindled, and I found myself with more
“retirement time,” I discovered some things that weren’t
in the books. There is less to worry about, and with it, the
stress-induced eating went away. I lost a little weight, a
nice surprise. The back pain and neck pain that used to
drive me to the chiropractor were gone.
My sleep was different. It was less troubled, but old hab-

its die hard. I kept going to bed early and waking up at the
time when I should be getting ready for the commute. The
dark circles under the eyes slowly faded, but the dog and
cat realized they were going to be fed at 6 a.m., no matter
what. At least now, they go back into the bedroom and
crash, while I head for the hot tub and the sunrise.
The big questions are still out there. What happens to
me, my work, my status? What did I want to do with the
rest of my life? What would I do with the time?
I was a trial lawyer. We trial lawyers band together
to give each other status. We have organizations for our
“side,” such as the American Association for Justice, or The
Defense Research Institute. (Just being plain-ol’ plaintiff’s
lawyers or defense lawyers was a little beneath us.) We
rank each other through Martindale-Hubbell, and The Best
Lawyers in America. Entrepreneurs had figured out they
can sell us flattery, and SuperLawyers was born. We gather
together in groups so we can take fancy trips that are
tax-deductible, and flatter ourselves through association.
Yes, it feeds the ego; it fed mine. (Admit it; you too joined
organizations for similar reasons.)
Retirement would change my status. I would go from
Trial Lawyer to, well, old guy.
How would it feel to lose my identity? I had already
glimpsed what it means to be retired when I spent time at
my winter place. Retirement is a status without status. We
type A’s want status. Organizations, recognition, places to
speak, groups that invite us to join. Being special.
There is nothing special about joining AARP. They invite
you because you are old. Note the period after “old.” That is
all. There are no special invitational organizations for the
elderly. There are no “Best Retirees in America,” “SuperRetirees,” or “Who’s Who of the Retired.” (There might be a
buck to be made here, I see.)
What did I want to do, and how would I fill the time?
After four years of college and three years of law school, I
spent 41 years going to work. I spent 50 or more hours a
week commuting, working, and commuting again. The only
breaks were summer jobs in college and the occasional
week-long vacation. I had filled the bulk of my time with
work, and around the gaps came family, friends, and some
recreation. So what did I want to do?
I like writing, but it is things like this, a journal, and
some thought pieces. I will not become a full-time writer.
The Great American Novel is not clawing its way out of my
soul. Maybe the occasional posting on Facebook, when I
join Facebook. I took a junior college writing course in my
50s to brush up on my technique, and discovered I liked
writing. But it will not be my new career. Do I plan on
writing the ultimate book on how to practice law, or some
magnum opus on religion, or self-help? I thought about it,
but realized I have written enough articles, taught enough
continuing legal education classes, and led enough Bible
studies. If they didn’t learn from me then, why would they
want to now?
As I had more time, I spent it with my spouse, the animals, and some friends. That, I expected.
What I did not expect was the loss of social contact
through work. Granted, I didn’t socialize much with my
fellow employees outside of work, but the daily interaction
at work was important. The office pack is still a pack, and
we are socialized to belong to a pack. The office pack will
tolerate you wandering through on occasion once retired,
but you are history, so you go to one last Christmas party
as the Ghost of Christmas Past, and say sayonara.
So what are the replacements for the status, the job, the

Continued on page 6
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Fellows gather at Louisiana Supreme Court

At the 2017 Board of Governors meeting in New Orleans, fellows spent some time at the state’s highest court. Pictured in the back
row from left to right are: Peter and Ellen Brodhead; Tim and Karyn Trecek; Anne and Steve Bruckner; Joe and Candace Daly; Jim and
Dana Bartimus; Brent Barriere and Judy Barrasso; Steve and Mary Wade; Jim Frickleton; Scott and Monica Costantino; Tom Cranmer;
Ken McEwan; Steve Kupperman; Jackie McEwan; Mara Kupperman, Maria Cranmer; Sue Unger; Julie Frickleton; Nannette and Mike
Worel. Front row from left to right: Fritz Siegfried and Marietta Robinson; Stephen and Kathy Lang; John Reed; Trish and Mike Kelly;
Sharon and Dan Baradat

Goodbye to all that
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food, and gather ’round. So we do.
I came across a wonderful Calvin and Hobbes Sunday
comic strip that explains well the conundrum of retireContinued from page 5
time, and ultimately, the pack? This part is in the explora- ment. In the strip, it is the last day of summer vacation,
tion phase, as I wind down the cases and spend more and and Calvin and Hobbes spend it zooming through the
more time at home. So far, I have discovered retirees like day in Calvin’s red wagon, going down and down the
to congregate. We all need to fill the time. We all miss the path, sun-up to sun-down. At the end of the strip, Calvin,
as only he can, philosophizes that there is simply “not
pack.
Dad gave me some lessons here, also. He became presi- enough time for all the nothing we have to do.” So I am
dent of his Homeowner’s Association (spelled G-O-L-F-C- busy being busy.
What I do know is not to go back. I am not going to be
L-U-B), and set things up to run the way he wanted them
the
80-year-old attorney trying to find my way around
to. He played a lot of golf, a good pack activity, until the
day came when he moved into the extended care facility. the courtroom. The trial lawyer, past my prime, straining
to hear something I cannot hear, or explain something I
You know the one — it starts as an apartment, followed
by nursing care, with the alternative choice of the “mem- cannot explain. If they want to tell stories about me, they
better already have them, because there aren’t going to
ory loss” unit. Dad moved to where his former golfing
be any others.
buddies had gone when they could no longer play golf,
See you on the first tee. Bring Scotch.
either. He ran the Bible Study and the poker club, sort of
the yin and yang of retirement, I guess.
CHARLIE HVASS, JR. has been a trial lawyer for 41 years,
My community in Texas has a golf group. I play golf,
teaching numerous CLEs and serving as an officer in severso I began showing up. In keeping with the tradition of
al bar associations and on various rules committees.
passing the work onto the newest person to show up, I
became the Golf Chair, and have the “honor” of planning
and running the tournaments. There is a Thursday night This article was reprinted with permission, appearing in
“Bench & Bar of Minnesota,” the official publication of the
Happy Hour that extends beyond the golf group at the
Minnesota State Bar Association.
place in Texas. Bring your own bottle, contribute some

MISSION STATEMENT

Membership in the International Society
of Barristers is extended to advocates
of exceptional talent whose qualities,
including integrity, honor and collegiality,
embody the spirit of the true professional.
Membership is by invitation only after
a rigorous screening process involving
lawyers and judges to identify trial lawyers
who meet its standards.
The society nurtures excellence and
professionalism in advocacy by its recognition of members’ achievements and
providing an opportunity for them, and
their spouses and guests, to meet and
find renewal of spirit in the company of
others who have traveled a similar road.
Its annual convention combines presen-

tations, extraordinary in their quality and
diversity, that include topics drawn from
the arts, politics, science and other areas
of interest to lawyers and nonlawyers
alike with a broad range of social and
recreational activities. Barristers have no
rank or privilege among them and gather
annually to renew old friendships and to
make new ones. The society publishes a
quarterly journal of topics covered at the
meeting and otherwise of interest to its
members.
Through the ISOB, the society supports
the work of other organizations whose
endeavors are consistent with the society’s support of excellence and advocacy
under the adversarial system.

Nominations

The rhythm of life for the ISOB is
the retirement of older fellows and
the nominations of new ones. If
you are interested in submitting
a nomination, log into the ISOB
website and click on the “Nominate”
tab and select the sub-tab of “How
to Nominate.”
If you have questions, contact Don
Beskind at beskind@law.duke.edu
or (919) 612-3955.
All qualified candidates will be
considered but we are particularly
interested in receiving nominations
of younger, female and more
diverse candidates.

WE REMEMBER
William S. Bon

Sept. 30, 1923 - Feb. 1, 2017
Bill, of Casper, Wyoming, was a World War II
veteran, loyal Wyoming Cowboy football fan
and past president of the Wyoming State
Bar. He is survived by five children.

James D. Foliart

Oct. 29, 1919 - April 8, 2017
Jim, of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, served in
the U.S. Army Air Corps and founded the
firm with which he spent his entire career. A
widower, he is survived by one son.

The Honorable
Robert R. Ranck

Nov. 12, 1929 - June 11, 2017
Bob, of Jackson, Wyoming, was an
accomplished boxer and FBI field agent
before attending law school. He was the
first district judge for Teton County, a post
he held for 12 years. He is survived by four
daughters and his extended family.

Arthur H. Stoup

Aug. 30, 1925 - Sept. 27, 2017
Art, of Kansas City, Missouri, was a senior
quartermaster in the U.S. Navy and past
president of the Kansas City Metropolitan
Bar and the Missouri State Bar. He is
survived by his wife, Katie, four children and
extended family.

John T. Dolan

July 2, 1930 - May 24, 2017
Chuck, of Vero Beach, Florida, and formerly
of Spring Lake, New Jersey, served in the U.S.
Marine Corps and various times as trustee,
president and chairman of the Trial Attorneys
of New Jersey. He is survived by his wife of 59
years, Madeline, and his extended family.

William R. Jones Jr.

Jan. 9, 1939 - May 7, 2017
Bill, of Phoenix, Arizona, was state president
of the American College of Trial Lawyers and
recipient of the Samuel E. Gates Litigation
Award. He is survived by his wife, Ellie.

Patrick H. Scanlon Sr.

Aug. 4, 1936 - Feb. 25, 2017
Pat, of Jackson, Mississippi, served in the
U.S. Army Judge Advocate General Corps
before entering private practice. In 2016,
he was awarded the Professionalism Award
from the Mississippi Bar Foundation. He is
survived by his wife, Carlene.

Michael A. Ficaro

Feb. 18, 1947 - July 14, 2017
Mike, of Chicago, Illinois, was committed
to his work, handling more than 100 jury
trials, 1,000 bench trials and 300 grand
jury investigations. He is survived by his
wife, Nancy, and will be remembered for the
positive impact he had on his colleagues,
clients, family and community.

Julian R. Murray Jr.

Jan. 30, 1938 - Sept. 27, 2017
Julian, of New Orleans, Louisiana, was
in the first graduating class of Lousiana
State University of New Orleans and Tulane
Law School. In 2005, he was awarded
the Distinguished Attorney Award by the
Louisiana Bar Foundation. He was an
accomplished singer and outstanding tenor
voice. He is survived by his children and
extended family.

Hersh E. Wolch, Q.C.

April 18, 1940 - July 17, 2017
Hersch, of Calgary, Canada, was a voice
for the wrongly convicted. He was awarded
Queen’s Counsel in 1982 and recognized by
the Law Society of Alberta for his service to
the profession. He is survived by his wife,
Justice Sheilah Martin, seven children and
extended family.

Please contact the society at beskind@law.duke.edu if you know of a fellow who has passed away.
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If you need anything from the Barristers, contact:

Plan to join us for the 2019 annual meeting
March 24-30 at the Ritz-Carlton, Dove Mountain,
in Tucson. Enjoy the rugged, diverse landscape
of the high Sonoran Desert, at the foothills of
the Tortolita Mountains. As always, outstanding
speakers, food and entertainment await. We will
see you there!

Prof. Donald H. Beskind
(919) 613-7085
beskind@law.duke.edu

Send dues payment and foundation donations to:

International Society of Barristers
Post Office Box 21320
Durham, NC 27703

